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Stalin was a vicious dictator, he was a megalomaniac and extremely Paranoid. 

Yet, he was a very clever being, he knew that many of his comrades did not fully 

agree with him and in Stalinist Russia that meant unparalleled pain. He realized 

what he needed to do to create this communist euphoria filled paradise Marx's 

works made him imagine. Then he just had to achieve them. Stalin used both 

brawn and brain to achieve his objectives. His means was terror; from local 

thugs roaming the streets of Moscow to The purges of the early nineteen thirties 

to the great showtrials, Stalin used terror to fulfill his goals and what he saw was 

necessary to bring Russia forward to complete communism - or at least Stalinist 

communism.In this essay I am setting out to examine and analyse how Josef 

"Kobe" Stalin used terror to achieve his objectives. 

 

Stalins paranoia drove him to purge the kulaks, during the state collectivization 

the kulaks who were (only mildly) better off then most peasants, refused to 

collectivize. They had always been an enemy of communism even since the time 

of the tsar. they did not agree with Lenin's or Marx's communism.Stalin desired 

total control; to achieve this total control he needed to rid the motherland of all 

domestic enemies or doubters. This was the start of Stalins first and most brutal 

purge. All kulaks were forced onto cattle trains and transported to Glavnoye 

Upravleniye Lagere gulags or killed. We can see the comparison to Hitlers purging 

of the jews in his attempt to gain total control. This purge was brutal because of 

the conditions of these gulags, due to these harsh conditions hundreds of 

thousands died in the gulags, whilst many died on the trains. We can see how 

terror was Stalin's deadliest weapon in his arsenal; he would purge several other 

groups of his Russian brothers and sisters in a despairer attempt to make Russia 

his. 

 

Stalin desired 100% unparalleled control of the communist party, to achieve this 

he needed all party members to be on "his side". On April 21st 1933 the central 

committee passed a resolution - this meant Stalin was now authourised to Purge 

the party of all undesireables, and anybody else he wished as in 1933 Stalin had 

Russia grasped tight around the neck.The purge officially started on June 1st 

although many historians believe that the NkVD had been given orders to start 

early, meaning Stalin realized what he would be allowed get away with in the 

authorised purge, so he had mercyless NkVD agents eliminate so called "safe" 

targets. One of the main reasons for the purge of 1933 was to squeeze a 

swelling party which numbererd over 1,800,000 in 1932. Stalins aims were 

achieved as the party was reduced by a third - many of which were old 

Bolskeviks; this was because Stalin feared the older wiser heads, the pure 



communists from the glory days of Lenin so to speak, Lev Kamenev and Grigory 

Zinoviev are two well known communists who were expelled in the Purge of 33. 

Stalin again pushed through his beliefs and aims on the whole of Russia, he was 

becoming an unstoppable juggernaught gaining more control of Russia, 

tightening his grasp on the people and this would not be the last time he would 

use terror to achieve his political objectives. Stalin made sure the party which he 

headed was a loyal party, a party who now would be soley devoted to the cost, a 

party that would not ask but act - Stalin was using terror to create a Stalinist 

state. 

 

Stalins terror was not only limited to purges, also local thugs and soliders 

created havoc in towns and villages throughtout Russia. Stalin may have purged 

the party but he knew it was impossible to purge an entire nation especially one 

the size of Russia. So he needed to make the people fear him. Also in this havoc 

the western nations saw a madman in the east, treating his own people like 

animals. Stalin was trying to instill fear throughout the world, he sent a cold 

shiver down the spines of every man, woman and child in Russia and struck fear 

into the minds of the captilistic powers. This of course was no coincedence, his 

aims were simple; control the party, control the people and this was done with 

fear - genocide occured several times during the 1930's. People were fearful of 

Kobe, his image and cult made people scared. The whole idea of Terror worked 

for Stalin as slowly he was achieving aims but at a high cost for Russia; the loss 

of many of its sons and daughters. 

 

The next purge was one of the most deadly of all, it included the culling of 90% 

of the generals in the Red Army and nealy 50% of all the officers in the army. It 

was triggered by the assisnation of Serge Kirov. Following his death a swift and 

brutal wave swept across Russia; no longer were the agents after bad mouthing 

party members, no they sought numerous well known public figures and also top 

NkVD men were also eliminated as they were seen to have facist tendancies and 

were no longer loyal to Stalin or communist Russia. This purge was different to 

the previous purges, now people were aware of the "Red Terror", Russia had 

been pushed from a single nation to a nation of singles as now it was everyman 

for himself. Stalins aims were been achieved, he was creating a police state, a 

state that was going to be loyal to him, a state that would end up fighting 

without weapons against the Werhmacht, in dividing the people he was 

conquering a nation. Now any slander or bad mouthing of Stalin was reported by 

your peers to your local relevent authorities. Stalin himself signed thousands of 

execution orders. Stalin was using terror to instill fear into his followers also it 

was converting many doubters or non believers or even undecided because 

afterall it was better then been sent to eastern siberia or shot by the NkVD. 

 

Stalin had many phycopatical traits - one already mentioned was his Paranoia. 

When Stalin was right no one argued as even if a constrictuve critisism was 



offered he would feel that you were smarter then he was. His paranoia had a 

major role in the red terror and also its way of achieving his objectives as even 

the idea of terror feared people. Any one who was seen to be a sympathetic 

towards Leon Trotsky was seen as an enemy of the state, the names of the old 

gaurd - Kamenev, Zinoviev were not to be mentioned as fear of the death or 

been exiled always remained. Stalins objectives were been achieved through the 

terror and even the idea of terror, many people started to become very paranoid 

because they never were quite sure who was looking over the shoulder or 

listening. He was creating a Stalinist state - he had become a true dictator, he 

was achieving his objectives and creating a legacy in the process. 

 

Stalins use of terror is well known, the 1930s in Russia are blood stained. He 

adopted the stick over the carrot approach. His image and cult instilled fear into 

the Russian people, he manipulated them, he turned brother on brother in an 

attempt to weed out impurities in the party and in the nation. He purged the 

toublesome kulaks who destroyed grain and refuesed to collectivize, he trimmed 

the party of undesirables, the NkVD under direct orders from Kobe himself 

ridded the hierarchy of the party of so called enemies of the state or really 

enemies in Stalins eyes at least. All of this was done to force Russia to follow 

him and every step he took. He had control and support in all key aspects - the 

party, the army, the police and had stuck fear into his own people and many 

westernised nations all of which he did throught terror and the idea of terror. 

 

  


